**SpeCT 2.0 – Speech Corpus Toolkit for Praat**

A collection of helpful Praat scripts for annotating, handling and analyzing speech corpora

*https://github.com/lennes/spect*

---

**Semi-automatic alignment of conversation transcripts with audio**

align_conversation_transcript_with_sound.praat

conversation.wav + conversation.TextGrid

---

**Run the scripts via GUI or in the command line**

---

**Analyze a corpus**

collect_data_from_two_tiers_in_files.praat

---

**Plot and compare pitch curves**

draw_pitch_curves_from_files.praat

---

**Convert Praat TextGrid to EAF (for ELAN)**

textgrid2eaf.praat

---

**Slice sound files**

save_labeled_intervals_to_wav_sound_files.praat

---

**Annotation summary**

annotation_status.praat

---

**An installation of the Praat program is required!**


---

**... and much more!**

---
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